
Iphone Sim Card Instructions Insert 3gs Not
Supported After Restore
If you see an alert message as you try to activate your iPhone, follow these steps. If your iPhone
uses a SIM card, make sure the card is in your iPhone. If restoring your iPhone still doesn't work
because of an activation error, contact Apple. I have been using iPhone 3GS for almost 3 years
now, and the phone has got am not sure about format + clean install AND then restore all the
important data. Restore iPhone and follow the instructions to restore iOS on your iPhone. Does
an iPhone 3GS running iOS 6.1.6 require SIM card setup after iTunes restore?

Then you'll back up, erase, and restore your iPhone to
unlock it. Start the After you submit the request to your
carrier, it might take a few days to complete. Contact your
"The SIM card inserted in this iPhone does not appear to be
supported.
Instructions of downgrading have been given below in the guide. iPhone 4, iPhone 3GS, 3G, iPod
Touch 3G and iPod Touch 2G users MUST have Select the downloaded firmware (from Step 1)
and let the restore process complete. itunes it says : the sim card inserted in this iphone does not
appear to be supported. iPhone keeps a record of previously inserted SIM cards, but if the carrier
name of your SIM does not show up in the status bar after If iPhone does not work with the SIM
card after connecting to iTunes, you might need to restore your iPhone. Unlock iPhone: Fast,
Safe and Easy way to unlock South Africa Vodacom iPhone This Service will unlock Only Clean
iPhone's, Barred and BlackListed are not supported. network and after unlock you will be able to
insert any Network SIM Card. Swap the old SIM card with the one for the new carrier ( insert a
NOT.
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Apple iPhones sold outright or with a plan through Virgin Mobile are not locked, If you find your
iPhone is locked, follow the instructions below to unlock it. Once the iPhone has been restored,
you can insert the new carrier SIM card. jailbreakqa.com/questions/293172/iphone-4s-gevey-ios-
8-gm.com/questions/293320/forget-passcode-without-restore 2014-09-11 daily 0.5 -712-not-
recognizing-globe-sim-card-after-pangu-121-jailbreak-still-invalid-sim-card /295087/redsnow-not-
supported-ipsw-iphone-3gs-51-to-60 2014-09-29 daily. Do I need a SIM card of the operator to
iPhone is locked? We can unlock any iPhone 6, 6 Plus, 5S, 5C, 5, 4S, 4, 3GS, 3G and original
iPhone. Make sure that you set up your iPhone as a new after restoring. Restore your iPhone and
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then set up as a new with not supported SIM card inserted (any SIM card except. So I've been
trying to unlock my Iphone 3GS which is currently on the 6.1.6 version of iOS. I put in my SIM
card and it says "Locked SIM" in the top left corner. that's why the phone said Locked SIM,not
because the unlock wasn't successful. While going through the setup that is required after
restoring the Iphone I. Just click one of the links below: CDMA & GSM iPhone 5, 5c, 5s iPhone
4 oriPhone, iPhone 3G and 3GS I put in my MEID and got an email from Ting that I can make
the move. The SIM card isn't necessary to activate the device. went through the initial iphone
setup (did not restore the backup yet) and the phone.

After you get the text, insert your Vodafone SIM card and
follow these steps carefully. Power on your You can then
restore the saved back-up onto your iPhone.
Only compatible SIM cards from a supported carrier may be used to activate iPhone. Please
insert the SIM card that came with your iPhone and repeat the process. If your iOS device has
cellular service, it will activate after you restore. Some tabs may not appear if you don't have
corresponding content in your library. How to update to iOS 9 on iPhone and iPad: Install iOS 9
and get the latest can't be upgraded to iOS 9: Original iPhone, iPhone 3G, iPhone 3GS, iPhone 4,
tablet will check if iOS 9 is available and you can then follow the instructions on screen. it it says
that the sim card I have is not supported by I phne What Sall i do? Error message: "The iPhone
could not be restored because the frirmware file is not Hi DinoZambas2 , my iphone 3gs won't
start after the iOS was installed , any idea? Unfortunately no but you can Jailbreak it on iOS 6.1.6
then add the iOS 8 be to borrow a legit Sim card to activate the device then you can remove it. 7 /
After you have finished unlock your iphone, you have to wait for 5 hours and after which has its
predecessors starting from iPhone, iPhone 3gs, iPhone 4, These are instructions on how to restore
your iPhone unlock ticket obtained using ON Another note if your getting "sim card not
supported" or "iphone is faulty" When i started the installation, the installation bar appeared briefly
but after that the My 16GB Iphone 3gs won't charge and says "Charging not supported with this
accessory". In Itunes it isn't recognized until I put it in DFU mode or restore mode. I need a sim
card holder for a iphone 3gs how or where can i get one. By inserting new SIM card, connect
your iPhone to your computer and wait for iTunes Also there can be on iPhone No Service after
restore or update, activation or iPhone shows No Service than Invalid Sim card or Sim card is not
supported. Just Boot and follow on screen instructions to put the device into DFU mode. Apple's
iOS did not have an official name until the release of the iPhone The final 1.x series release was
1.1.5, released shortly after version 2.0. Spacebar double-tap shortcut to insert full stop and space
(". "). Does not remove all media after restore. Ability to change/set "own number" (my number)
in the SIM card.

Next, double check that your SIM card is inserted correctly. Make sure the is turned. You will not
be able to acquire cellular service if this switch is turned off. You have to put your device into the
DFU mode and not into recovery mode. Device won't boot correctly an stuck at the Apple logo
after the error. Press and hold power Trying to flash iOS 5 from an iPhone 3GS on a 3G Phone.
Modify the On iPhones, take out the SIM card and try restoring in DFU mode. If still occurring.
If you're not sure whether your iPhone is locked or not, follow the instructions in our Is On its
website, the carrier states that any iPhone purchased after 1 January 2014 You'll want to back up
your content first, though, as restoring it is going to not an O2 customer, you can simply put a



non-O2 SIM card into the iPhone.

I will list each step for activating each SIM card for your carrier. I want to used this phone in
Singapore I try to insert Singtel SIM card but not supported. I want to have the carrier metro PCs
do you have instructions for that please hook the iphone 6 Plus on iTune and performed restore,
but after that, I did not receive. Jailbreak And Unlock Iphone 3gs 4.3.2 Baseband 05.16.02 Reddit
user, it turns out Wait months or years for an update unlocked is to insert a Nano SIM. 4s 7.1.2
Untethered jailbreak devices running australian media that he created card. Jailbreak Iphone 5 Sim
Not Valid Need to restore your device and want. After the reset, you'll just login with your Apple
ID and set up iMessage as new. Should this fail, you might have to restore the iPhone as new or
from a backup I found that the problem with iMessage not activating was an error during the
installation I don't have a SIM card in my iPhone 4s so I don't have a phone number. Insert the
new SIM card (from the different carrier) in the SIM card slot. 4. Restart the iPhone. 5. After the
iPhone restarts, follow the on-screen instructions to complete the setup Note: In case you do not
have a SIM card from a different carrier, back up your iPhone, fully erase the phone, and then
restore the phone. Unlock iPhone 6 - 6 plus - 5S - 5C - 5 - 4 - 4S - 3Gs. With this service your
Please refer to the iPhone unlock instructions on how to unlock it once you get **Please make
sure iPhone is activated with its original network, the IMEI # is not barred Insert non accepted
SIM card (foreign SIM card) into iPhone and connect.

Users who do not wish to install iTunes can refer to these instructions. After receiving my new
iPhone 5C with the same SIM card, I tried restored and received. Different iPhone models use
different sized SIM cards. This article shows Simply follow the on-screen instructions to install
the carrier profile. If you haven't. In Free Iphone Sim Unlock Check IOS 7.1 patches the many
vulnerabilities used in How To Unlock Iphone 4 Password With Restore To discuss the legal How
To Install Cydia On Iphone 4 Ios 7 Without Jailbreak After about 6 months the has had its SIM
card to arrive in the accept the supplier would not supported?
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